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Abstract

The thesis presents a survey of techniques for ac-

curate prediction of traffic distribution in com-

puter network systems. The main concern of

the work is focused around the operation of web

systems in the Internet; the ideas and solutions

presented here are aimed to enrich the existing

systems with the flexible control over the qual-

ity of service features. Due to the complexity

and dynamics of the modern telecommunication

networks, a new methodology is proposed and ex-

plored, emerging from the blend of artificial intel-

ligence and data bases research. Thesis includes

an analysis and comparison of the state of the art

methods in data mining applied to the web sys-

tems operations data. The web traffic forecasting

is considered as a learning problem in a machine

learning framework. The inference from the his-

torical data and continuous active measurements

performed in premeditated way, proves to give

reliable results.

Keywords: distributed systems, network mod-

eling, machine learning, performance prediction
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Problem statement

Computer networks constitute a fundamental component of contemporary com-

puter systems. Decentralized architectures prove to be the way to go in many de-

manding application areas. The emergence of Internet defined the shape of modern

information technologies, and indicated the directions for future evolution.

Very large networks make up highly complicated systems, which are hard to an-

alyze and control. The Internet, as an aggregation of different networks, is the most

evident example of such system. It consists of many interconnected network systems,

loosely-dependent, employing varied hardware and broad array of different services.

The determinant of its highly dynamic behavior is its open structure. This is espe-

cially noticeable with advancements in content distribution systems, overlay networks,

peer-to-peer or grid computing services. Such composite system slips away from exact

analytic modeling.

There are many areas in which high performance of underlying network system is

the key to the high quality of operation. It is essential to be able to accurately model

these systems, and utilize results in designing new solutions. In the next step the

ability to exactly predict the distribution of network traffic, and the ability to control

it, would be the most desired goal.

Due to difficulties in description of very large scale network systems, the need for

advanced modeling tools appears. In this thesis, different network traffic modeling

techniques are explored and examined. The experiment-driven approach is taken as a

basis. The complexity and randomness in behavior of computer network systems will

be grasped by stochastic modeling framework. We want to predict the shaping of the

1



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2

network traffic in certain future time period, using the characteristics obtained from

past observations; we want to build predictive statistical models for variables, which

we cannot obtain directly. For the proposed methodology the recent achievements in

artificial intelligence, machine learning and data mining are utilized.

The major questions are as follows. How good can we predict the quality of

connection for a given time? Is the network system operating close to the optimal

efficiency? What is the best policy to use to differentiate the quality of provided

network services? Which path should be used, to access the selected node? How to

improve the performance with intelligent routing schemes and resource selection?

The answer for these questions is closely related to the area of distributed systems

performance prediction (also known as the load forecasting). Using such measures of

network performance as sampled round trip time, loss rate, hop count, etc., collected

during long term observations, we want to find an effective way to calculate the most

likely forecasts of connection quality, usually expressed as expected throughput.

These questions also address important issues concerning the design and utilization

of network systems. Being able to detect weak spots, bottleneck causes and traffic

concentrations would be helpful in solving routing and scheduling problems, for whose

the family of solutions is proposed here. The data streams transmission scheduling,

with the use of load balancing, is one of the most common class of problems. It can

be, for instance, formulated as follows: we are planning to schedule the transmission

of large data streams over the network (e.g. some dedicated overlay network); we have

a number of replicated sources and/or available transmission paths; we want to select

the transfer scheme to minimize the required bandwidth utilization. The problem

could be brought down to the more general engineering problem, derived from the

network flow research area. Many similar problems have easily computable solutions

in deterministic cases. It is not clear, however, how to handle the probabilistic cases.

They will be discussed in later chapters.

The distributed systems performance prediction plays a key role in managing

networks. The use of this knowledge gives the system designers the possibility to

create rules to control and route the traffic in desired fashion.

1.2 Application area

Distributed systems build up environment for such diverse applications as every

day information supply, communication and high performance computing. To give

some reasons for the need for performance optimization of such systems, we emphasize
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that the perceived quality of service of all applications directly depend on the possible

speed of transmission (throughput).

This is especially important for data-intensive distributed applications, such as:

• high quality real time video and audio streaming (multimedia services)

• transfer of on-line collected data from remote sensors / acquisition outlets, to

the computation centers (e.g. high energy physics experiments, astronomic ob-

servations, stock market data, etc.)

• heavily loaded web portals (Internet and intranet services)

Other applications, where effective network access is crucial, are latest mobile and

embedded solutions. With limited connection resources, which are typical for such

technologies, optimal distribution and routing is of high interest. Mobile Internet

access can greatly benefit from applying intelligent network condition forecasting.

Load forecasting and intelligent traffic management could also be a great interest

for any kind of specialized overlay networks, providing value added services in any

business domain. The next generation Content Distribution Networks would improve

their capabilities with the help of these solutions.

The short summary of proposed applications, in not fully shaped areas yet, is as

follows:

• access to the web from mobile devices

• specialized overlay networks with high bandwidth demand

• grid computing

• content distribution systems

It is necessary to emphasize that all networks, which are in our concern, are

packet switching based. Of course the ability to provide good quality of service

control is naturally better achieved inside the link switching networks (like telephony).

Nevertheless, it is essential to investigate any possibilities for similar control in modern

TCP/IP networks. The proposed solutions are supposed to be implementable on

multilayer switches, servers, and inside high level protocols, making use of packet

information from 4–7 ISO/OSI model layers.

The load forecasting problem is not unique for computer networks. For years data

mining has been applied in the electricity supply industry network analysis (see [27],
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1.3), where it is proven to be very efficient. In the power supply industry, most efforts

were devoted to minimize the unnecessary costs by preparing correct supply scheme,

depending on the varying demands. In communication and information systems area,

improvements of transmission performance also brings measurable profits. In addition,

with the increasing throughput in distributed systems, completely new applications

become possible to implement.

This research area is strictly connected with the wide range of problems concerning

quality of service in telecommunication networks. The topic is discussed throughout

in [13]. The QoS includes discerning and prioritization of traffic classes, resource allo-

cation and user groups management. But problems discussed here are also concerned

about the overall network systems performance. In distributed systems, the perceived

performance is, apart of transmission rate, strongly dependent on the server-side pro-

cessing speed. This factor itself could be highly indeterministic, especially in the face

of lack of ability to measure it. The software, which processes requests, controls the

communication, and imposes the flow of information over the network.

1.3 Domain–driven data mining

Processing and analyzing very large volumes of data has always been a challenge.

Modern knowledge discovery research is focused on the automatic means of valuable

information extraction from raw data. With ingenious utilization of statistical tech-

niques, it is possible to find interesting patterns, rules and explanatory laws in tables

of data.

The fusion of advanced statistics with artificial intelligence (namely machine learn-

ing) created sub-domain of computer science research, popularly called data mining.

This is basically understood as an utilization of computational resources in searching

for hidden patterns in data. At the basic level, data mining is focused on solving

classification, regression, clustering, prediction and association problems. The toolset

which is employed is very rich. It includes traditional statistical methods, like time

series analysis, decision trees, linear and non-linear modeling, as well as solutions

better known in machine learning, like neural networks or support vector machines.

Data mining is the term which also covers additional aspects in information pro-

cessing. It includes data cleaning, feature selection, and data transformations, which

are also often automatized. This process is also known as ETL (extract–transform–

load). It is very important step, without which further processing is impossible. Also,

the correct conduction of it is critical for effective application of data mining algo-
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rithms.

The output from data mining is some form of knowledge representation. The term

”knowledge” here is very vague. What we gain will become the real knowledge, when

it will be either understood by human, or applied to the real world process, in order

to achieve certain goal. Such representations usually are: formulas, rules, decision

trees, decision algorithms, or any other forms of recipe for computing desired output

function.

With the automatization of this process, it is easy to forget about the real nature

of data, and the real aim, which we want to achieve from analyzing it. Therefore, the

data mining process should be strongly fitted to the subject domain which it concerns.

The term domain–driven data mining describes the careful selection of methodology

for certain data set, which is to be analyzed. It is well known that certain algorithms

work better on one kind of data, when fail on another. It is usually hard to determine

such things before actual processing. Thus, we aim to develop the direct methodology

for computer network characteristics data processing domain.

Data mining and machine learning are proven to be very effective for many different

applications. These techniques are widely used in such areas as financial analysis,

science, engineering, medicine, information technology. They appear to be very well

suited for exertion in complex network operation data, as observations of such systems

produce very large amounts of data, with potentially many hidden patterns, sparsely

located in chaotic structure.

1.4 Related work

Most of the problems taken up in this thesis received significant interest in the net-

working research community. The application of machine learning to the analysis and

control of the network traffic has been explored recently in many papers published on

the major conferences on networking and high performance computing, most notably

ACM SIGCOM, ACM SIGMETRICS, IEEE INFOCOM and ACM/IEEE Supercom-

puting.

Some good basic texts on the predictability of network traffic are [22], [15] and [10].

They employ statistical analysis and time series models for packet traffic, and prove

that the accurate forecasting is achievable. A discussion of specific limitations is

presented. There is also a strong research developed in the area of formula-based and

history-based prediction techniques, with number of successful projects for on-line

prediction services, e.g. Wolski’s network weather service [29]. However the papers
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concerning the use of state of the art machine learning started to appear very recently,

and there is a large research gap for this approach so far. Some good examples of

them are [3] and [18], and this thesis continues the direction which originated from

these publications.

As the chapter 2 is concerned about the detailed aspects of traffic modeling, for

the purpose of development of the best performance predictors, the literature on

network models has been explored. This area is well-developed and have a very solid

standard literature, e.g. [23], [24]. The basics of queue theory and the application

to the traffic analysis are presented in [9] and [17]. An introduction to the quality

of service discerning in computer networks can be found in [13]. The [1] serves as a

bridge between the classic concepts and the modern approach.

Lastly, the artificial intelligence methodology has a firm position in the research

of the advanced computer systems. Modern use of the machine learning (understood

as a branch of AI research) is mainly concentrated around data mining. Here the

related literature is very wide, with both classic fundamental texts, and very recent

publications. As a fundamental introduction to the data mining, prediction and

inference, the [12] has been used, and the nomenclature from this book is followed in

this thesis. The [14], [27] and [19] form an exhaustive presentation of the data mining

and machine learning domain. These books are mostly written by mathematicians and

computer scientists working in the area of artificial intelligence. They include direct

references to strictly mathematical literature. Many of such texts state a theoretical

base to the implementation of widely used commercial data mining frameworks, often

containing proprietary algorithms for cutting edge solutions. There is a big industry

driven interest in this research area, and it will undoubtedly last for the years to come.



Chapter 2

Modeling the network traffic

This chapter is concerned about how to model the TCP/IP network traffic. The

methodology applied here reflects the dynamic nature of modern large scale telecom-

munication systems.

2.1 Transmission paths

Computer networks consist of interconnected nodes, i.e. they build up graph

structures of different topologies. There are many different node types, which we can

classify according to their role on several network levels. On the lowest level we have

network interface cards, repeaters, hubs, and similar devices. They are accompanied

by data link layer devices, like switches and bridges. Routers and other devices

from third (network) layer play the key role in traffic flow, as they are the places

where fundamental protocols are implemented (e.g. IP in the Internet), and here the

path between network nodes is selected. The fourth (transport) layer is associated

with functional host – a network node, which takes part as a side in communication.

The protocols from this layer (like TCP) are responsible for establishing separate

connections, and assuring the reliability of transmission.

These building blocks of network environment allow the embedding of higher-level

network concepts, like server and client nodes. On top of them, with utilization of

application level protocols, the network services are provided.

Similarly, connecting edges can be divided into several categories, depending on

the transmission media (optic fiber, radio waves, twisted pair cable, etc.). Each type

of connection medium has different characteristics regarding achievable performance.

Additionally each type of node brings specific measurement bias.

The basic notion which we will employ is the transmission path. On the high

7
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conceptual network level, we define it as a link between source and destination nodes.

These nodes are usually a server and client machines, or a pair of servers or clients.

The path usually consists of a number of hops, performed on routing machines or

on other servers. The transmission media between each pair of hops can vary. The

throughput strongly depends on the current traffic intensity, every node’s perfor-

mance, and different random events (like algorithms specifics or hardware failures).

In packet switched networks the effective path structure, as perceived by the user, can

change on every request, due to the routing algorithms. We will differentiate from real

transmission path, defined as the exact path over network, from effective transmis-

sion path, defined on a conceptual level, as a ”black-box” model of transmission; i.e.

this path consists of the source and destination points, connected by communication

channel, and a set of numerical parameters, describing it, such as: length, throughput,

reliability, etc.

Figure 2.1: Multiple transmission paths in the Internet.

In the switched networks, like TCP/IP, the actual geographic distance does not

necessarily correlate directly to the perceived path length, implied above. On the

other hand, it turns out from experience, that in the larger scale, the nodes which are

closer in the meaning of geographical distance, respond faster than the remote ones.

It is interesting to see, if such model of distance–speed relation could be verified.

2.1.1 Queue–based models

One approach to model transmission path is to use queueing models (see [17], [9]).

Packet flows arriving at each of the routers along the path are subject to decision–

making mechanisms, which decide where to pass the packets further. Even if these
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mechanisms are simple (e.g. based on fixed routing tables for known classes of des-

tinations), there is always a short period of time needed to process the headers and

emit the data away. Thus, the constantly arriving packets are subject to the buffering

inside the queue. In heavy flow circumstances, the queueing phenomenon, originating

from the specifics of standard protocols, considerably impacts on the delays.

Consider the end-to-end path as a sequence of interconnected queues (one queue

per hop; i.e. each queue models one router’s buffer), with times needed for packet

leaving one queue to reach the next queue constant (see figure 2.2). Before the packet

starting from the leftmost traffic source reaches destination, it passes several queues.

Each queue receives incoming packets not only from previous queue, but also from

another traffic sources, which are meant to denote aggregation of other clients, queues

and crossing paths.

Figure 2.2: Queue–based model of end-to-end network path.

Each traffic source is producing data packets, undeterministically in time and size.

The appearance of new packets is modeled with an appropriate stochastic process.

Usually, for simple sources, the Poisson process is adequate, with probabilities for

longer delays between two packets decreasing exponentially, and independent of each

other. Each queue has limited buffer size. If the traffic is too heavy, and the queue

length outranges the allowed size, the incoming packets are dropped, and losses are

noticed at the ends of the path. As every packet has to be processed somehow, there

is a minimal time the packet has to stay inside the queue, before is passed further.

This could be approximated by constant time, but also random times could be used

(exponentially or low-variance normally distributed).

In general, queuing systems are described using special notation:

A/B/m/N − policy

where A is the distribution of inter-arrival time, B denotes the distribution of
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service time (the minimal time a packet stays inside the queue), m is the number of

packets that can be serviced at the same time (e.g. m = 1 means that only one packet

can leave the queue at the time), and N is the maximum queue length (sometimes it

is allowed that N = ∞). The policy denotes the servicing policy, usually FIFO, but

other models are considered, e.g. stack-like (LIFO), round-robin, prioritized round

robin, random, etc.

The simplest, and most well-known queue model is M/M/1/∞− FIFO, where

M denotes exponential distribution, with density fM(t) = λe−λt. The letter M comes

from the fact, that exponential distribution is the only continuous distribution with

Markov property, meaning that resulting process is memoryless. These queues have

known steady state properties, and performance metrics (see [9]).

The network of queues, utilizing M/M/1/∞ models, would be sufficient for mod-

eling one end-to-end transmission path, provided no interference from the cross-traffic

(traffic coming from other sources). In reality it would be inappropriate to assume M

for inter-arrival times.

The different classes of packet sources overlap when entering the queues, and in

effect it is very difficult to analytically analyze such systems’ characteristics. This is

the reason for using the numerical simulations in modeling of these systems.

2.2 Topology

The real network solution use end-to-end transmission paths to form some kind of

topology. Even if we are interested in analysis of only selected set of paths, we cannot

neglect the influence of cross traffic. Thus, all models will consider the influence of

background traffic and other network events.

The simplest case of analyzed network topology is the so called dumb bell topology

(see fig. 2.3). At one end we have client cloud, representing requests source. It is

either selected sub-network, for which we can assume well known characteristics (e.g.

local area network, collection of LANs, etc.), or a single client machine. At the other

end there is a server cloud (or sink cloud), which is collection of server machines

consuming requests, and sending responses. This also can be one machine in special

case. These nodes are connected with a link, consisting of two routers. There is a need

of using two routers instead of one, as the main source of delays in located between

them. The connections from clouds to routers are at least an order of magnitude

faster than the connection between routers. So the idea of this path model is to have

a single bottleneck on the way.
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Figure 2.3: Simplest transmission path: single bottleneck link connecting two clouds

of terminals.

A more realistic model will utilize the collection of dumb bells, interfering the

transmission path between client and server clouds. The figure 2.4 shows the idea of

the parking lot topology. Instead of single bottleneck, we have a series of intermediate

hops on the path, and additionally each of the hop point is servicing the crossing

traffic at the same time. We can see it as a dumb bell attached to each of the hops.

The simplification here is that we assume, that no cross traffic is targeted to any

of the servers in the servers cloud we consider. If the interfering traffic destination

point is inside the server cloud, it have to originate from clients cloud, so the request-

generating process must include the background traffic. Obviously the traffic goes

both ways, and have slightly different parameters each way.

Figure 2.4: The parking lot topology consists of client/server clouds connected with

multiple routers affected by the cross traffic

Now we can describe the transmission path’s parameters of such parking lot type

link, e.g. we can consider different kinds of cross traffic, different router queue models,

different processes of requests and response generation, and different link character-

istics.
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2.3 Packet-switched network traffic

The underlying network structure, described above, and its innate specifics are

only the most fundamental part of the whole structure, which is meant to deliver

packets over the Internet. Regardless of the application we are willing to analyze,

there is always a stack of protocols involved. Each of the level could impact differently

on the performance perceived by the user.

2.3.1 TCP internals

To get the picture how the traffic along observed path tends to behave, and what

are the possible sources of repetitive patterns, let’s first take a closer look at the

implementations of TCP protocol. Its main role is to provide reliable connection

between two hosts, in which we have no packet losses or duplications, and all the

packets are delivered in the correct order. But simultaneously, the role of TCP is to

avoid congestion during the operation of as efficient as possible transfer of data.

The communication is initiated by the client host, which creates a TCP socket in

the active open state. Previously opened server socket bound to some known port

(e.g. 80 for HTTP) is waiting in the closed state. Client expresses its will to connect,

by sending standard packet with SYN flag set and sequence number 0. If the server

is capable to serve the client, the SYN ACK packet is responded (otherwise the client

will timeout the connection). To complete the three way handshake, client sends ACK

packet. Now both ends consider the connection established.

TCP implementations in contemporary operating systems usually derive from so

called TCP New Reno version, which uses several techniques to provide the control

over the congestion phenomenon. The operation is divided into the slow start and

congestion avoidance phases, with the help of fast retransmit and fast recovery rou-

tines.

The role of the slow start mode is to adjust the rate of transmission to the instan-

taneous network bandwidth in a gradual way. The protocol implements this method

as a way to determine if the link has enough space left to perform the transmission

at high speed simultaneously avoiding the congestion. As such, it is a form of passive

measurements employed by the protocol. The protocol uses two variables: congestion

window size (cwnd) and slow start threshold (ssthresh), which are managed at the

sender’s end. Congestion window starts from fixed size (e.g. one segment of TCP

data), and increases as the TCP gains more confidence on the link’s actual capacity.

When this size becomes greater than the slow start threshold, the slow start phase
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ends.

The slow start mode operation is based on the increasing the congestion window

by fixed value (e.g. one segment) per each TCP acknowledge packet from the receiver

received on time by the sender. The window size indicates the number of data seg-

ments of the transmission which can be sent without waiting for acknowledgement

from the receiver. Note that the rate of increasing of the size of congestion window is

asymptotically convergent to the geometric progress. Thus the slow start is intended

to quickly finish and turn into congestion avoidance phase, if the link allows this. But

in case of congestion, the slow start prevents the new transmission from contributing

to the existing bottleneck increment.

When the connection reaches the congestion avoidance phase, the increasing of the

congestion window is much slower, at most one segment per acknowledged packet (but

usually calculated from special formula, which gives less increments). The dropped

acknowledgement packets indicate the congestion on the way. This makes the TCP

return to the slow start mode and reduces the window to the fixed size (e.g. reduced

by a half). The whole procedure now repeats from the beginning, and subsequent

occurrences of congestion reduce the transmission rate even more.

As can be deduced from this description, the TCP tries to adjust the new con-

nection to the existing state of the network, and has its simple ways for determining

the traffic rate. It also tries to perform the new transmission at the rate close to the

highest allowed.

2.4 Web systems performance

In this section, we discuss the fundamental performance considerations. This

creates a general framework, to which the next chapters will refer.

2.4.1 Predictors selection

The selection of web performance predictors is not an obvious task. Here, we

examine different measures of network parameters, and their impact on predicting

other parameters. Generally, all the network measurements fall into two categories:

passive and active.

Passive measurements mean only observation of actual traffic, without sending any

additional probing packets. They do not modify the natural flow, and as such can be

considered more robust and reliable than active ones. They are usually performed with
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the use of special sniffing software (e.g. TCPdump, Wireshark, Analyzer, or similar

solutions). Such tools, widely used by network administrators, give the ability to filter

packets flow by category (like protocol, address, etc.) and to look inside packets at

different protocol level. They are very useful for detecting all kind of anomalies. The

problem with them is that they usually give less information regarding connection and

performance that is achievable with active measurements. In particular, they bring

little information about the path.

Active measurements involve sending periodic probes, and observing the responses.

Usually the probes are lightweight and target certain network location. They are often

built around standard tools like ICMP’s ping or traceroute, or TCP’s wget, or work

in a similar fashion.

The performance metrics depend on the type of service we are considering. Some

metrics, like delay time and jitter, have major impact on the streaming data services,

like real time voice or video, while have a little impact on the other services (like

HTTP or FTP). Consequently, it is the best to consider separately the metrics on the

network level, and metrics on the application level.

The most interesting performance predictors, which will be considered, are:

1. Throughput – the average rate of successful message delivery. It is the most

important performance factor, as it reflects the actual connection quality as

perceived by the user. Unfortunately, it is difficult to directly measure or predict

it without invasive methods, and will usually be a dependent variable in analysis.

It is defined as the number of raw bytes transferred in the unit of time (bytes

per second). As such it implies that the measurement have to be performed

for long enough duration, if performed directly. Also, as this concept defines

the time series, we are rather interested in its statistics, like mean value and

variance.

Here we differentiate from the notion of throughput (all bytes transferred per

second by a node-to-node link) and goodput, which measures only the relevant

bytes of information successfully transferred per second; i.e. all the bytes minus

corrupted data, and data needed to be resent due to congestion, etc. In the

first meaning, the metric is considered on network level, and in the second on

applicaction level. In this thesis the throughput is analyzed only, however it is

easy to filter the measurement data in a way to be able to predict only the

goodput.

Let TP denote the estimate of throughput. If we measure the transmission for
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T seconds, and the S is the number of transmitted bytes, we state that the

throughput estimate is equal to:

ˆTP =
S

T
(2.1)

It is the estimate of mean value of instantaneous throughput TPt, for the time

moment t, given by TP = 1
T

∑T
t=0 TPt.

In our application level active measurements, we calculate the estimate differ-

ently. We send a probe of a standard size S bytes, and measure the time used

T . This gives a throughput estimate for a time period I = [t0, t0 + T ], as a

value: ˆTP = S/T .

2. Round Trip Time (RTT) - the time it takes for lightweight probe to get to

the target and return back. It is usually associated with ping measurement on

the ICMP protocol. As this is usually good basic predictor, there are several

limitations. When testing TCP/IP traffic, relying on ping’s RTTs could be

uncertain, due to the blocking or rate limiting of ICMP packets. To avoid this,

another way to measure RTT could be based on TCP: we can consider the time

between the connection initialization, by sending first SYN packet by a client

host, and receiving the ACK packet in response (as in [5]).

Similar RTT estimates can be considered for other protocols. It would be always

stressed how the RTT estimates were obtained.

3. Packet loss rate – as the application level metric, the packet loss rate infor-

mation could be of limited use. For the network level measuremets, where it is

relevant, this could be very good predictor. It is defined as the ratio of number

of packets received in probing, to the total packets sent.

4. Delay – this is defined between selected network nodes. It is the waiting time

for a packet to reach second node after leaving the first one. It is more general

than RTT: the RTT is most widely used delay time, because it is easiest to

measure it.

5. Jitter – the amount of delay deviation from stable behavior. It is especially

important for streaming data, and other interactive services, where high jitter

could be the major cause of errors.
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6. Hop count – it is the number of intermediary nodes, which are visited by a

packet traveling from source to destination nodes. Usually, the lower the better,

but this is not always the case. Sometimes a number of quick hops inside

distribution system could be much faster than single intercontinental hop.

7. Server load (and other server-side measures) – these measures bring im-

portant factor to the overall system operation performance. In real scenarios

however, this kind of information is frequently out of reach. These measures

describe the server’s CPU time used, average number of requests serviced in an

unit of time, average availability for longer periods of time. Extremal values

could cause slowdowns or affect availability.

The table 2.1 presents the summary of different predictors. The passive row denote

if it is possible to measure it at the source node without active – invasive methods;

time denotes how much the metric is time-invariant; http and stream denote if the

metric is most relevant for either HTTP or streaming traffic.

TP RTT (ICMP) RTT (TCP) Loss Jitter Hop Load

passive yes no no part. no no no

time low high low high med. high low

http yes yes yes no no yes yes

stream yes part. no yes yes yes yes

Table 2.1: Performance predictors summary

2.4.2 Measurements

Even for a single end-to-end path, the natural rate of operation could produce

much too large volumes of data, if we consider every packet transmitted. It is neces-

sary then to use the measurement techniques, in a way similar to many engineering

disciplines. But there are several things to consider.

From the first look at the web simulations data, we can see that the nature of

throughput time series is characterized by a number of spikes and irregularities. These

series reveal the burstiness of the traffic, i.e. the tendency for very quick and strong

fluctuations, lasting for the short time. This suggests the superposition of many

periodic components present in the perceived throughput curve. These components

could be captured using the Fourier analysis.
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When dealing with a signal with high frequency components, there is a problem

with the most straightforward sampling scheme – the uniform sampling. If a signal is

sampled with sampling frequency fs Hz, then such sample cannot contain the original

signal’s components of higher frequencies than fs/2 Hz. This effect is known as

aliasing. A way to deal with this has been proposed in [28] using Poisson random

sampling scheme. Instead of fixed interval measurements, this scheme assumes taking

the next sample after exponentially distributed random time interval. In this case, the

problem of losing the harmonic information disappears after long enough measurement

– the error is spread across the whole frequency spectrum. It can be shown that for

a finite interval the distribution of measurement points is uniform.

In practice, the direct Poisson sampling approach needs to be adjusted to deal with

network measurements. The exponential distribution assumes positive probabilities

for points from zero to infinity. Thus the practical distribution needs to be modified

to cut off the values above maximum inter-measurements interval, as well as below

the minimum interval (to make it possible for measurement devices to capture the

data).

2.4.3 Simulations

A natural approach to investigate unknown behavior of complex system is to per-

form a set of numerical simulations based on the system’s model. Obviously, every

model is only an approximation to the real world object, and it is not uncommon that

it diverges from real characteristics. Nevertheless, this step is essential for estimating

the usefulness of examinations on the real system itself, and determining the correct

parameters for deploying expensive experimentation setup in the next step. Simula-

tions are even more useful, when we do not have any available ways for examining

certain aspects of the real system.

Having that in mind, the ns-2 software simulations were performed. This particular

tool is very useful for all kind of network simulations, thus is widely used by the

network research scientists, and is known to provide reliable results. It covers many

important cases of web traffic simulations, based on firm mathematical models (see [7]

for details). There are special tools for conducting advanced TCP based simulations

for ns-2, developed with the aim to evaluate performance of different web services.

The [26] framework was used for that purpose.

The simulations were used to produce idealized web traffic data sets for further

analysis. They represent the traces of one hour of observation of a single parking-lot
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type transmission path, being under the load of different kinds of traffic. Here is a

detailed description of obtained data.

Simulations of one path, influenced by the cross-traffic, were performed: single

forward traffic source (local network) and single traffic sink (network of different

servers under common domain). There were 3 routers on the path, constituting the

backbone part of the network. Every connection was considered 10 Mbps link, with

increasing basic round-trip propagation delay from 80 ms to 120 ms. Link loss rates

were neglected. Routers were also servicing the cross-traffic with equal average level

of intensity each. To make the model more realistic, the path was used for 4 types

of network traffic simultaneously. HTTP 1.1 traffic (web), the subject of our interest,

was generated from the special distribution, simulating average users’ behavior. In

the first case the request rate was approximately 100 requests per second, and in the

second case 40 per second. Additional components of background traffic were: FTP

traffic (constant bit-rate starting at random times, up to 5 flows each way and 5 flows

of cross-traffic); video streaming traffic at 640 Kb rate, using UDP packet size of

840 bytes, 3 forward and 5 backward flows; 5 voice streaming traffic, generated from

special model of codec G711, 64 kbps rate (average of 1 sec. of voice, interlaced with

average of 1.35 sec. of silence, 20 byte IP header, 8 byte UDP header, and 12 byte

RTP header).

The simulations lasted for one hour, but the measurements were preceded by the

short warm-up time, to neglect the traffic formation period. The results of the HTTP

responses are shown on the figure 2.5. The first case presents unacceptably high

bottleneck, which requires balancing.

2.4.4 The WING project measurement data (2002)

For a purpose of investigation of the dependency between predictors discussed

in the previous sections, a sequence of tests were performed. The first set of data

comes from the WING project ( [5], [3]), started in 2002, and continued in extended

form until now. This web measurement framework collected characteristics of web

usage from the perspective of single client user, accessing the Internet resources from

inside of Wroclaw University of Technology campus. Selected group of servers mir-

roring the same small resource file (136 KB) were periodically (about 10 times per

day) requested. The TCP connection configuration were kept default, to give typical

conditions for university campus. Detailed parameters of HTTP transactions were

collected: time needed to establish TCP connection, time to resolve the address from
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Figure 2.5: Comparison of simulation of one TCP link in the Internet, affected by

different types of traffic. HTTP response latency vs. time is plotted. On the left

an unbalanced link is shown. On the right, the same link under reduced traffic by a

factor of two.

DNS, time to load object, etc. Observed servers were located in different domains in

several locations worldwide and belonged to the different autonomous systems.

The first step is to evaluate the importance of each predictor, and to test the

mutual dependancy between them.

The data used here come from over one year observations performed by the WING.

From over several hundred thousands of single measurements, a sample of about 20K

cases was randomly selected. The interesting metrics taken into consideration were

(symbolic names are in parentheses):

(1) total download time, estimating throughput (TP),

(2) time to load index.html file (or equivalent) over HTTP, after successfully es-

tablishing TCP connection (Index),

(3) time to establish TCP connection (Connect),

(4) time elapsed, before first byte of file was received, after sending GET request

(FirstB),

(5) ping–based round trip time (median value of 3 subsequent ICMP pings, issued

at the time of measurement) (RTT),

(6) time taken to resolve the target address via DNS (DNS),

(7) approximated geographic distance between hosts (this is most unreliable, as

server locations were obtained by querying whois databases; distances were calculated

by taking Wroclaw city as the point of reference) (Distance).
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As we are interested in throughput estimate, the variable (1) was considered de-

pendent. Especially for large file transfer prediction, this value would be usually

unknown, and we would be interested in deducting it through other measured quan-

tities. Also, we neglect for a moment all failed connections and all kind of errors

resulting from loss of availability or other system failures. The remaining entries were

all successful.

There are several standard dependency metrics, used in feature selections in data

mining and machine learning. Some of the most important ones were applied to the

test data.

Correlation between predictors

The correlation matrix from table 2.2 shows the degree of linear dependency be-

tween predictors. This kind of information is helpful only when we can assume the

linearity in dependencies, and this is the case in several of our predictor pairs.

Most obviously, the download time and time to load the index file – if the HTTP

part of transfer is much larger than the slow start effect of TCP connection estab-

lishing, what is evident for large file downloads. In this case the connection part

adds only minimal time to whole transaction, and the later throughput could vary.

What we measure for whole transaction is highly determined by file download. The

situation is different for shorter downloads.

Another case of linear dependency is expected for download time and round trip

time at the measurement, but this is exposed to more random noise effects.

(1) TP (2) Index (3) Connect (4) FirstB (5) RTT (6) DNS (7) Distance

(1) 1,000000 0,913466 0,384664 0,352198 0,452692 0,313478 0,280335
(2) 0,913466 1,000000 0,277804 0,199913 0,419376 0,114821 0,247061
(3) 0,384664 0,277804 1,000000 0,134091 0,229940 0,097109 0,165247
(4) 0,352198 0,199913 0,134091 1,000000 0,257159 0,064161 0,081983
(5) 0,452692 0,419376 0,229940 0,257159 1,000000 0,158701 0,482618
(6) 0,313478 0,114821 0,097109 0,064161 0,158701 1,000000 0,164049
(7) 0,280335 0,247061 0,165247 0,081983 0,482618 0,164049 1,000000

Table 2.2: Correlation matrix of WING predictors

The obtained results acknowledge intuitive assumptions (most important values

are marked). There is very high linear dependency between overall download time

and download time measured for HTTP part only. The conclusion is that we can treat

them interchangeably, especially for medium and large transmissions. But as these
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two values are usually a target for prediction, much more interesting are the remaining

results. We received very high correlation from round trip time median estimate. The

connection time predictors also reveal some linear correlation (approximately at the

same level). We can also observe high correlation between median round trip time

and geographic distance.

But the bottom line is that we cannot relay on correlation matrices, if we do not

have any rudimentary basis to assume linear dependencies between variables. It is

very easy to match the obviously nonlinear data in the way to get high correlation,

and as such does not receive any insights regarding real dependency. If the error

is not distributed normally (approximately), the strange effects in the correlation

matrix could happen. For this reason, we cannot state anything about correlation of

predictors (3), (4), (6) and (7).

Mutual information

Much more universal metric of dependency between random variables is mutual

information. Without any assumptions of the type of dependency, the mutual infor-

mation measures the number of bits of information (in information theory sense) the

two variables share, i.e. how much the knowing of one of the variables reduces the

uncertainty of the second one (and we can calculate this without knowing the real

dependency formula, just by knowing the probability distributions of both variables).

The mutual information of two random variables X and Y is defined as (using

bits as a information measure):

I(X, Y ) =
∑
x

∑
y

p(x, y) log2(
p(x, y)

p1(x)p2(y)
) (2.2)

where p(x, y) is joint probability distribution of the vector (X, Y ) and p1 and p2

and marginal distributions. This formula could be generalized for any finite vector of

random variables.

We can easily estimate joint probability distributions of pairs (or vectors) of the

measured variables from the obtained data. The estimates introduce systematic dis-

cretization bias, which strongly affects the result values, but for densely discretized

distribution estimates the ordering relation is accurately held.

Following are the best predictors according to the estimated mutual information,

i.e. Î(X, Y ), where X is the measured download time (variable (1) TP).

From the table 2.3, we conclude that the most of the throughput information from

WING measurements is contained in the HTTP part of transmission. Surprisingly,
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Y Î(X, Y )

(2) Index 5.9151
(6) DNS 5.8904
(3) Connect 4.8435
(5) RTT 4.4523
(4) FirstB 3.8773
(7) Distance 2.9827

Table 2.3: Mutual information of WING predictors

from the connection part of transmission, the DNS part gives significantly more in-

formation than the overall connection time. The round trip time also appears to

be effective predictor. Much worse performs the time to get the first byte predictor

(possibly here the differences are mostly random). The least information is contained

in geographic distance value (and additionally this value could be probably false in

some cases).

Figure 2.6: An excerpt from the observation of response time (blue solid line) and

RTT (red dashed line - scaled x10)

These experiments were helpful for giving the first insight of how the different

predictors relate, and which of them are of most importance. With this preliminary

knowledge, the selection of data for further experiments was much easier. The actual

data sets for prediction experiments, presented in next chapter, come from the next

version of the measurement system.
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2.4.5 The MWING project measurement data (2008-2009)

The data used in final experiments come from the MWING project measurement

system [4]. It is an extension of the system described in previous section. This

version is built up in the agent based architecture, creating large scale distributed

web performance measurement application. The collected data format is very similar

to the WING data, and the attributes considered here are identical. Due to the variety

of geographic localization of different measurement agents, these data sets gives an

insight into how the access to the same resources differ from various locations.

There were 4 agents operating: Wroc law (WRO), Gdańsk (GDA), Gliwice (GLI)

and Las Vegas (LA). Each of them observed the same set of 54 servers around the

world. There were periodic active measurement batches: each of the 54 servers was

measured in constant time intervals, and samples involved downloads of a replicated

resource file over HTTP. The experiment data comes from dates 2008-11-03 – 2009-

03-25 of observations. This gives quite a representative amount of data, with potential

major changes in not only running traffic, but also structural circumstances, caused

by network infrastructure conditions. Such long observations are also a good poten-

tial source of large scope periodicity information. What is also very important, is

the fact that some random events in the web user’s society could give a significant

impact on the observed traffic. Such events could be, for example, important political

or economic events, with information cumulated around selected set of origins, like

popular information portals.

At its basics, the data entries form MWING data sets consist of 14 columns, but

only some of them are relevant for our study. The measurements gave a sequence of

times for different stages of download (the numbering is used in tables 2.5 and 2.4):

(1) timestamp,

(2) time to resolve the address via DNS,

(3) time of TCP connection initialization,

(4) time between sending GET and receiving the first response packet,

(5) the target server’s address,

(6) time between the end of DNS and start of TCP transaction,

(7) time between the ACK packet received by the host and issuing GET packet,

(8) time of sending the remaining response packets.

These six values sum up to the total measurement time value, which will be used

to estimate the throughput, as the performance metric.

For a representative excerpt of this data, the correlation matrix and mutual infor-
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mation were also computed, and the results acknowledge conclusions from previous

section. For short time observations the inter-stage delays (i.e. (6) ACK-to-GET

and (7) DNS-to-SYN) have larger impact, and bring more mutual information with

throughput. For aggregated observations of all servers for a given agent, and for

longer time periods (above a week), these values could be neglected, and the order of

predictor importance is as was before.

The RTT estimate divided into DNS, TCP connection and first byte parts gives

the most of the desired information. Other relevant attributes used for mining in these

datasets are timestamps of measurements (1) and target server URLs (5) – actually

only IP addresses of servers associated with them. The correlation of timestamp and

throughput estimate is very low – this is understandable, as the dependency is surely

not linear. Howerver timestamp gives second highest mutual information, and reveals

strong nonlinear dependency.

TP (1) Time (2) DNS (3) Conn (4) FirstB (5) Server (6) A-G (7) D-S

1,0000 -0,1372 0,5486 0,3327 0,3406 0,0193 0,0865 0,0301
(1) -0,1372 1,0000 -0,0388 -0,0671 -0,0237 -0,0046 -0,0153 -0,0058
(2) 0,5486 -0,0388 1,0000 0,1117 0,0784 -0,1444 0,0082 -0,0018
(3) 0,3327 -0,0671 0,1117 1,0000 0,1083 0,0223 0,0128 0,2240
(4) 0,3406 -0,0237 0,0784 0,1083 1,0000 0,0591 0,0035 -0,0009
(5) 0,0193 -0,0046 -0,1444 0,0223 0,0591 1,0000 0,0067 -0,0057
(6) 0,0865 -0,0153 0,0082 0,0128 0,0035 0,0067 1,0000 -0,0008
(7) 0,0301 -0,0058 -0,0018 0,2240 -0,0009 -0,0057 -0,0008 1,0000

Table 2.4: Correlation matrix of MWING predictors

Y Î(X, Y )

(5) Server 2.1060
(1) Time 2.0598
(3) Connect 1.3110
(4) FirstB 1.1953
(2) DNS 0.8594
(6) ACK-to-GET 0.1920
(7) DNS-to-SYN 0.0015

Table 2.5: Mutual information of MWING predictors
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2.4.6 Probability distribution of the transmission time

The estimate of response probability distribution gives a valuable insight into the

possible classes of traffic. This determines how the traffic should be discerned and

gives the base for class-based prediction, as will be explained later. Here we present

a model for the density.

Observing the long term behavior of download time changes, we can build general

conclusions about the shape of estimated probability density function of transmis-

sion time values. As for constant sized probes, the throughput estimate is inverse

proportional to the transmission time, we can, for convenience, consider the density

of measured total times. To get the instantaneous throughput estimate we use the

formula TP = S
T

.

It can be easily explained, based on the nature of TCP connections performance.

The highest probability (the mode of distribution) oscillates around the transmission

time for the unsaturated link. The part of the graph from 0 to the first peak and its

downward slope resembles a shape of log-logistic or log-normal curves. That means,

for most of the operation, the path is not affected by any heavy cross traffic, and

measured time increase from zero to near to the expected value. Then it exponentially

decreases to much lower values, and it stays at this level for times converging into

infinity. But later we can see several very significant local extrema. They are an order

of magnitude lower than the first one, and each of them is lower than the previous

one. They correspond to the states of transmission path in which the link is saturated

in a way that the perceived transmission time significantly increase.

One can hypothesize if the local extrema show the phenomenon of self-similarity to

the first main extremum (see [1]). From rough examination this seems to be true: the

shapes of the curve around them are also quickly increasing, and then exponentially

decreasing, but with lower rate compared to the increasing.

In order to build a hypothesis about the parametric model for the density, we

can use the nonparametric model fit, and then analyze the plot. Figures 2.7 and 2.8

show examples of such fits (red lines). They were created using nonparametric models

based on the sums of gaussian kernels. They show histograms too. As the fits are

accurate, they give a good insight for what the generalized model should look like.

As we now see, the real density function has very special shape, but reveals strong

regularities. Assuming the self-similarity hypothesis, we can consider it as a sum of

simpler functions, and represent it analytically, using parametric model:
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Figure 2.7: Response times for one path, and fitted nonparametric density

Figure 2.8: Response times for all paths from one agent, and fitted nonparametric

density
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Figure 2.9: The general form of shape of the probability density models for transmis-

sion times

f(x) = β
M∑
m=0

α−mfm(x) (2.3)

Here β is special global scaling factor (explained below), and α scales the com-

ponents. The function sequence fm(x) could be selected from the most appropriate

density models. The most reasonable choices are:

• Pareto distribution fm(x) = k xkm
xk+1 ,

• log-logistic distribution fm(x) = (β/α)(x/α)β−1

(1+(x/α)β)2

• log-normal distribution fm(x) = 1
xσ
√

2π
exp(− (ln(x)−µ)2

2σ2 ).

The component functions need to be parametrized in order to represent the local

extrema in the global models. Their parameters can be found experimentally and

fitted to the particular data set.

In addition to the component’s parameters (which vary depending on the selected

component fn), we need to adjust the model’s parameters α. The value of β is needed

to scale the model function, in order to preserve the probability density properties,

i.e.
∫∞
−∞ f(x)dx = 1. This value is calculated as follows:
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β =

∫
f(x)dx∫

f(x)dx+
∑M

m=0 α
−m

∫
fm(x)dx

=
1

1 +
∑M

m=0 α
−m

=
α−M − α

1− α
(2.4)

The figure 2.9 shows an example of our models for log-normal and generalized

Pareto components. The plots are somewhat intentionally scaled in order to emphasize

the shape of components (in real cases they will be smaller, compare with figures 2.7-

2.8).

For the purpose of estimation of probability distribution of transmission time, the

maximum likelihood estimate can be used.

Definition 2.1. (Maximum likelihood estimate)

Suppose we have a indexed family of probability distribution functions: {fθ}θ
(let’s consider only the continuous case). We wish to select the density function,

which is closest to the density of a random sample x1, x2, . . . , xN . For this we define

the likelihood function:

L(θ) = fθ(x1, . . . , xn) (2.5)

We will assume that the sample is drawn independently from the distribution

(independent identically distributed).

L(θ) =
N∏
n=1

fθ(xn) (2.6)

For a convenience we transform the likelihood function via exponential function

and use negative logarithms, as this preserves the order and proportions of sample

values of the density function.

L(θ) = −
N∑
n=1

log fθ(xn) (2.7)

The best fitted distribution is the one, which corresponds to the highest likelihood

of drawing given sample:

θ∗ = arg maxL(θ) (2.8)

That gives the maximum likelihood estimate of probability density f̂θ∗(x).
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To maximize the likelihood function we usually make use of standard optimization

algorithms. In some practical cases that would be multidimensional nonlinear opti-

mization, which, in general, is a hard problem. However for special classes of function,

we can use analytic methods to reduce the difficulty.

In theory, the model stated above seems appropriate, but in practice it is very

difficult to fit the real data into it. It is because we have several parameters from each

of the component, summing up to multidimensional model of limited fitting flexibility.

Because of this, this ideal probability density model can be used only in few special

cases.

To end up with a more practical procedure, which can be used in general cases, we

come back to nonparametric estimation (distribution-free), like the examples shown

on the figures 2.7 and 2.8. These models have generally less statistical power, but are

more robust and are easier to apply for complex cases, like the one considered here.

The computations, using kernel functions or spline interpolation algorithms, are more

feasible.

The last step is to find the local maxima from the density function curve (the

modes of the distribution). These points become the centroids for the clustering. The

distances between centroids are then divided in halves, creating intervals for clusters.

The simple distribution-based clustering method described above could be used

for the classification algorithms described in chapter 3. It determines the classes of

traffic to be used in prediction.



Chapter 3

Predictive models

In this chapter we present a variety of predictive models for the network traffic,

created using different statistical and machine learning methods. As each of them

has its specific strengths and weaknesses, the last section is devoted to the accuracy

evaluation and comparison.

3.1 Complexity considerations

The nature of datasets in the problems considered in this thesis, is that they are

highly noisy. The noise comes from two factors. Firstly, because the measurements

does not yield accurate values. Secondly, because measured process is very dynamic

and irregular, and we may use only limited sample, which could be not very represen-

tative. Nevertheless, with samples of large enough size, the extent of the error inside

the data can be acceptable for extracting constructive conclusions.

There is always a huge difference between two kinds of datasets. One situation is

when there are complex nonlinear dependencies in data, but it is possible to ”catch”

them, using appropriate, and possibly complex model. The second situation is when

there are relatively simple input–output dependencies, but they are affected heavily

with noisy values (measurement errors, unknown factors of critical importance, mea-

suring only the predictors, which are loosely dependent with target function output).

In such case it is easier to get very low error rate on the training set, but errors will

be higher on test sets. In the contrary, it is the opposite in the first situation.

Data considered here is closer to the second description. From this we can con-

clude, that we probably do not need very complex model, but something what gives

the best balance between accuracy and generalization properties.

All examinations are performed based on the datasets described in section 2.4.5.

30
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As the data include several different measurement agents (operating from different

locations on the same target servers), we first consider the result from the perspective

of one agent. The section 3.5 is devoted to the analysis of correlation of prediction

results of the same server between different agents. The aim is to have the prediction

tool accessible from any given network node. This will be the fundament of the

proposed distributed prediction service, described in chapter 4.

We split the further investigation of models into two parts: class based prediction

(classification task), and value based prediction (regression task).

3.1.1 Class based prediction

In the class based prediction, the output of the estimator is a class number: a value

from the finite and discrete set – a label of predefined class. A class based method

can use inputs of the same type as value based prediction, but from the output we

expect only that it will assign the examined object to one of distinct classes. It might

be presumed, that this task is easier that value based prediction, as we can always

transform value based version into class based, by discretizing the output domain. In

practice, both tasks are of similar difficulty, but very often only class information is

required by the user.

Problem statement 1: class based prediction on known link

Suppose we want to know what is the most likely throughput level from given

network node to the target node for the specific time interval.

Given measurements database of target node from source node, and a predefined

set of classes of throughput, we need a way to select the class which represents the

throughput most accurately, i.e. that has the lowest probability of incorrect classifi-

cation.

Problem statement 2: class based prediction on unknown link

Suppose we want to know what is the most likely throughput level from given

network node to the target node, which was not directly observed, for the specific

time interval.

Unlike as in problem 1., we do not have at our disposal any measurement data

of the target server, but only that of other servers, possibly operating in unknown

network (i.e. we know the target host address, but do not have any historical data on
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the path performance). We need a way to select the class minimizing the probability

of incorrect classification.

3.1.2 Value based prediction

Value based prediction may be not as useful for practical purposes as the class

based. The prediction service will surely operate only on predefined set of classes.

However, for the purposes of more low-level examinations, the value based prediction

is more adequate. Such knowledge can be used for designing and testing new versions

of networking protocols. As the methodology and data sets forms are similar, we can

formulate the problem 3.

Problem statement 3: value based prediction on known link

Suppose we want to predict the exact values of response time and/or throughput

on a end-to-end path. Given measurements dataset, as in problems 1 and 2, we need

a way to fit the regression function to the measured time series.

3.2 Survey of machine learning methods

Describing all the methods we will use the standard machine learning nomenclature

(see [19], [12], [14]). All the general terminology which appear here extends for other

methods as well. The sequence of input vectors with corresponding output vectors,

given to the prediction algorithm, is called training set. These vectors are used to

tune the parameters in the model for a particular problem. If the training set is

drawn uniformly from the whole population of possible inputs, we can assume that

the model will represent the good generalization of all possible cases. In practice,

there are some additional problems, which will be discussed in section 3.3. For now

we take for granted, that the training set given is suited well enough for our needs.

Before we proceed further, first we define the basic concepts, and present the

nomenclature used.

Definition 3.1. (Statistical model)

Suppose we have a population of values U , describing observed process. The

elements of population set are vectors x ∈ U (usually U = RN). Let Θ be any set1.

1Here Θ is the set of model’s parameters, which are optimization variables in most prediction
algorithms. For instance, in case of neural networks, this is the set of all possible weight matrices.
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The population space, with the indexed family of probability distributions, is called

a statistical model:

(U, PΘ = {Pθ : θ ∈ Θ}) (3.1)

It is sometimes also called a statistical space.

A model gives a basic concept about observed process, and provides a form of

systematic description. It simplifies the perception of the process in some way, by

restricting the considered distributions of observed samples to the specific family.

Such simplification makes it possible to manipulate on the description of the process

in a systematic way, but usually brings a bias to the inference.

To solve our problems, we employ a notion of inference algorithms, whose make

use of different statistical models of the same examined process. We use the optimal

Bayes classifier concept of inference (see [12] for more information).

Definition 3.2. (Inference algorithm)

Suppose now, U = (X, Y ) is a population space, and (U, PΘ) a statistical model.

We call the subspace X an input space, and subspace Y an output space.

An inference algorithm is an effectively computable function, which take an input

space element as an argument, and assigns an output space element to it:

y = Ψ(x, θ) (3.2)

in such a way that y = argmaxτ Pθ(yτ |x). In other words, the algorithm returns

the element y for which the conditional probability of y, given that x, is the highest.

Of course we expect special properties from the inference algorithm. The definition

does not specify the effectiveness or accuracy of inference on our problem. Thus, we

seek such an algorithm, which minimizes the inference error.

Definition 3.3. (Error)

Let Ψ be an inference algorithm, S = {(x1, y1), (x2, y2), . . . , (xM , yM)} be a se-

quence of samples drawn from population space, i.e. from U = (X, Y ), where xi ∈ X
and yi ∈ Y . Let d be a metric. The value

η = d(Ψ(xi, θ), yi) (3.3)
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is the prediction error on the case (xi, yi).

The error can be defined on a training set (meaning S was used for selection of θ,

i.e. θ = θ(S)), or on test set (then θ is independent of S ).

The algorithm training is the process of selecting the best θ, where ”best” is

defined as the one for which the average error is the lowest. Thus

θ∗ = argmin
θ

E[η(θ)] (3.4)

Training almost always leads to optimization problem, but depending on the

model, the variety of methods are employed, with different characteristics.

Most commonly used prediction error is the squared distance error (squared Eu-

clidean distance), i.e. d(x, y) = (x − y)T (x − y), which is convenient in analytic

transformations, and induces the conditional expectation as the optimal prediction

y∗ = E(Y |X). However the bayesian inference theory allows for different measures

of loss, which can lead to different optimal prediction formulations (e.g. the use of

absolute value distance leads to the conditional median).

After the training we usually have a suboptimal model parameters’ values. It is

because initially the model is fitted well only to the training set. Giving the training

cases on the input again yields small errors, but if we present the algorithm new and

unknown case, the error can be quite big. This is the effect of bad generalization of

the algorithm, and this phenomenon is common to almost every prediction method.

There are however several standard techniques, which help to get rid of this problem.

An example of such method is the cross-validation (see [27]). From the whole data set

we have, we take only a part of it for the training set, leaving the other part for the

test set, to check the generalization after training (for example, dividing the set into

80% training cases, and 20% test cases). If the algorithm gives small error on training

set, we check the test set. And if the test error is too large, we repeat training, with

different initial conditions. Cross-validation often uses several folds for giving even

better generalization. For example, we can do n-fold cross-validation, by dividing the

data set into n equal parts. Then we train using n−1 parts, and test on nth one. We

repeat this on every choices of training and testing parts, and stop only after each of

the testing part give low enough error.

There bad generalization of algorithm is usually caused by the overfitting effect.

It means, that the algorithm’s parameters are set to give very good approximation

only of the training set. But in consequence, the algorithm is unable to extend on
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any different input vectors.

Sometimes we use one another approach to get low overfitting and good general-

ization. We divide the data set into the training part, validation part, and test part.

The difference between validation and test part is that only the former affects contin-

uation of training, but unlike the training part it does not take part in the training

directly. The final test part is checked at the end, and the performance on it is the

resulting evaluation of training process.

In this chapter four different inference algorithms were used to predict the through-

put from traffic measurements. For each a short introductory description is presented,

followed by the application results. At the end, the prediction results are discussed

in the respect of solving problems 1 and 2.

3.2.1 Neural Networks

A very popular class of nonlinear models, known as neural networks [21], provide a

very convenient tools for predictive analysis. Due to its flexibility, good generalization

properties, and relatively low computational cost, they gained a lot of favor in many

practical applications, involving pattern recognition problems.

At its basics, a neural network is simply a nonlinear parametric approximation

function. It has special structure, which resembles a kind of network of dependencies,

if represented graphically.

There are several different types of neural networks. The most commonly used in

practical applications is feedforward backpropagation network (covers about 80% of

neural networks applications in industry problems). This kind of network consists of

layers of nonlinear neurons (usually sigmoid functions), selected in a way that it could

be easily and fast trained with gradient based optimization algorithms. It is proven

that any function with finite number of discontinuities can be approximated to any

given accuracy, by 3 layer–feedforward–backpropagation network, provided that the

network has large enough number of neurons, and large enough number of training

iterations were performed. This result scales surprisingly well in practice.

Feedforward neural network takes as an input a vector of real values, and calculates

the outputs of a sequence of similar nonlinear functions (constituting a single layer).

Then this output vector is multiplied by a vector of layer weights (a vector product,

i.e. sum of multiplications of corresponding vector entries). Such output is then

passed to the next layer, and the process is repeated (with different weight vectors,

and possibly different number of neurons). The last layer should have the number of
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neurons corresponding to the dimensionality of the output vector.

There exists also several different types of neural networks, with the most impor-

tant examples like radial basis function networks, which are better suited to some

kinds of problems. As the literature on this subject is very rich, we will not discourse

it further here.

The class based prediction in the context of neural networks does not bring many

changes to the conceptual framework. It is important however how the classes are

represented by network’s output vector. For feedforward backpropagation networks

value based output is more natural. Nevertheless, we have several choices here for

describing class numbers.

One approach is to have a binary output vector. A continuous functions’ outputs

can be transformed into binary digits using some form of binary threshold functions

(e.g. for values lesser than y0 treat the output value as zero, otherwise as 1). Then

we can either read the output as a binary representation of a class number, or we

can train the network to give only one non-zero value in the output vector, and

treat the position of this value as a class number. The constraint of having just

single 1 is not easy to achieve, so the other method would be to use the maximal (or

minimal) element from output vector as the one corresponding to the class number

(without threshold transformation). This kind of considerations lead to other network

architectures, better suited for class based pattern recognition, like Kohonen networks

or self-organizing feature maps.

On the other hand, we can use the continuous output and divide it to several

intervals representing classes. Then, from test case output, we assume the number of

class that was closest to our continuous output value. This is especially useful, when

we do not have too much insight in which network would be the best for our problem.

This is also approach we have taken in the experiments.

Below are presented the results of applying neural networks on the MWING traffic

data. As in all data mining tasks, the extract-transform-load phase was required before

actual work. Raw data tables were first cleaned from error values (we neglect them for

a moment). An excerpt from 2 weeks of observations from agents in Wroc law (38624

samples) and Las Vegas (39086 samples) were used. Each sample has the following

format:

X = [Time, Dns, Con, First, Target]

We selected the 5 most important features, based on the preliminary examinations

described in the previous chapter. Also, we left only the values which can be useful
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from practical point of view: the value of Dns lookup time can be easily obtained by

operating agent, and values of Con (TCP connection time) and First (time to receive

the first packet after sending HTTP GET) can be measured by sending some kind of

TCP and HTTP level ”ping-like” request to the target server.

The Target is simply the number of target server (obtained from URL attribute).

The Time is the time of request, but not the absolute time, but transformed in a way

to represent the time of the day (or other fixed period, e.g. time of the week). In our

case it is the time from the beginning of observation period (2 weeks).

The target vector has only one element:

Y = [MeasTotal]

i.e. the total measured time of transmitting the resource, which as discussed

earlier, gives the instantaneous throughput estimate, T = S
MeasTotal

.

For class-based prediction the targets Y were replaced by a class numbers, denoting

the interval to which the value belonged. In these experiments we have used 7 classes,

with exponentially growing interval sizes: [50 · 2k, 50 · 2k+1) milliseconds:

1. 0 – 50 ms

2. 50 – 100 ms

3. ...

6. 800 ms – 1600 ms

7. above 1600 ms

The median of these classes on the whole training data is the class 3, with the

mean value of 3.02 and standard deviation of 1.24 for Las Vegas, 3.32 mean and 1.162

std. dev. for Wroc law.

A very important step is the data format normalization. This should not be

confused with the databases notion of normalization. Actually for the data mining

purposes the de-normalization step is often used before processing. Here we had data

already denormalized, i.e. taken from one wide fact table.

The format normalization is applied to the samples’ values. This is the transfor-

mation of irregular input space domain into a space much more convenient for use

in the inference algorithm. For instance, Time values were hold in seconds, counting

from fixed time point (e.g. 1 January 2000). That resulted in very large numbers

for the Time entries. By that, the Dns and Con times were held in milliseconds, and

were usually much smaller compared to timestamps values. And the Target values

were very small numbers 1–54. This makes the operating algorithms work inefficient,

and in case of neural networks it is especially wrong, because the elementary sigmoid
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functions are actually operating on the interval around 0. Thus, all the input and

output values were transformed by casting them onto the [−1, 1] interval. This is

done by preserving the mutual distances between values inside each variable domain.

The largest element was transformed into 1, and the smallest into -1. All other values

were scaled accordingly. The classification algorithm now has a signature:

Ψ : [−1, 1]5 ×Θ→ [−1, 1] (3.5)

Note that also the output domain is transformed, but as this is a classification

task only selected values from [−1, 1] interval can appear on the output (in this case

7 values uniformly dividing the interval).

The transformation of domain is very common to many machine learning algo-

rithms. For instance the FFT is used in pattern recognition of handwritten text

classification, to neglect the effect of shifted text in the input window (see [21]). But

the transformation must be taken to preserve certain properties of input, i.e. it should

be invariant for translations and preserve the mutual proportions.

Figure 3.1: The example structure of backpropagation network used: 5-20-1 neuron

layers (first layer as identity).

Neural network’s prediction results

The classification task with the use of backpropagation neural network appeared to

perform very well on given data. First, we conducted the prediction for just one target

server (thus neglecting Target input value). This problem have small dimensionality,

thus doesn’t need large network. Single target experiments involved typically about

680 samples, but also experiments on larger samples were performed. Experimenting

with networks ranging from 10–30 hidden layer sigmoid neurons turned out that 15

is well suited number for this task.

The network’s weight matrix optimization was performed using Levenberg-Marquardt

gradient algorithm2. It usually took about 15 epochs (training iterations) to stop after

2The neural network engines used for the experiments come from MATLAB 7.5 and StatSoft’s
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reaching satisfactory low error rate. The 60%–20%–20% division was used for training

set, validation set and test set in each experiment.

As a measure of quality of prediction we used several factors. The networks operate

on the absolute mean squared error (used by the stopping criterion) and correlation

between the linear fit of target–output points and perfect classification line on the

plane. The later, denoted on the plots as R, is good general measure of correct

classification. The dashed line corresponds to the hypothetical perfect classification,

and solid color line is the linear regression of network’s output values, shown against

the target points (denoted on the plots by small black circles). Sometimes the spread

is quite large. That is because the groups of points form the subareas which are

very difficult to discern by the classification algorithm. For well trained networks, the

appearance of these regions are caused by random noise in data set, and there’s not

much we can help (except that improve the measurements accuracy). Thus, for high

spread the correlation R is not the best measure of quality of classification, as the

high error can be balanced on both sides of regression curve.

On the plots we can quickly evaluate the quality of prediction: the closer the test

set error regression line is to the perfect case, the better; equivalently, the closer the

R is to the value of 1, the better.

Figure 3.2: Comparision of training, validation and test error rate on example one

target problem.

Statistica 8.0 software. These are good choices for research experiments. However, for production
ready solutions we propose different software, better suited for fast data mining systems, as described
in detail in chapter 4.
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The prediction for different servers gave different results. On small sized sample

(about 680 rows) the performance usually was not yet that good. The average cor-

relation was ranging from 0.3 to 0.7, with an example shown on figure 3.3. However,

with the increase of sample size the results became much better. For medium–sized

sample (about 1100 rows) the R easily achieved 0.8. For large–sized sample (about

2000 rows), it is not more that 10–15 epochs needed to get the target–output correla-

tion above 0.9, which, with the small test mean error rate, is completely satisfactory.

An example for this is shown on the figure 3.4

Figure 3.3: Performance of classification for one server from smallest sample size.

Figure 3.4: Performance of classification for one server from large sample size.

After performing automated neural network search, provided by modern statistical

software, we were able to train the networks to classify the throughput samples very

accurately for single servers. The classification rate reached even 95% accuracy on

test sets.

As the system is intended to operate on the collection of servers, the more im-

portant are the results of classification queries including the Target attribute in the
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Figure 3.5: Performance of classification for all observed servers by one agent for 2

weeks.

input vector. This time 25 or 30 hidden neurons were used. For the sample of such

size (above 38–39k) the training and validation time starts to play significant role.

For the one server tasks the training and testing procedure is very fast (2-5 seconds

on average modern laptop machine in 2009). For all target servers it takes from 30

seconds to 2 minutes for 25 epochs of training on the same machine. And this time,

to get satisfactory results, at least 100 epochs were needed.

The figure 3.5 presents the summary of collective servers experiment. The Target

brings considerably large amount of information, with very little noise. Even if the

samples for single servers are small, in the collective version the neural network’s

ability to discern is very good. The average correlation value was 0.7-0.9, with higher

values obtained after more training epochs. The figure shows R = 0.86.

For the Las Vegas dataset the 75% of correct classification was achieved using 100

epochs. This is much worse than in the case of single servers, where we get almost

ideal prediction. Nevertheless, it is still very good result, because it shows that we

can use a single model for aggregation of client–server links. The errors on training

and testing sets were very similar, the differences were usually of the magnitude of

10−2.

As can be also supposed, in case of incorrect classification, usually the object is

classified to the neighboring class (for example, if the real class is 2, then wrong output

class is 1 or 3, and very rarely is class 4). For all classification errors, the neighbor

classes were selected in more than 95% of cases.

Also it is important to note, that neural networks are highly vulnerable to the

initial conditions (initial weight matrices), which are taken randomly. In the conse-

quence, for the same number of epochs we can get very different classification rates.

To get reasonable results, we need to repeat the training and testing procedures sev-
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eral times, using different initial values. Then we can select the best weight matrix.

Of course it extends the time needed to get appropriate results, unless computations

are conducted in parallel.

3.2.2 Support Vector Machines

The Support Vector Machine, proposed in 1992 by Vapnik et al. [6], is a state of

the art classification algorithm, widely used in many applications. It is proven to be

highly accurate and flexible, and shows much less sensibility to complex data sets,

compared to the other algorithms (e.g. neural networks).

The idea behind SVM is that any given data set can be separated by a hyperplane.

Consider two class problem, where class labels for poinst xi ∈ RN are ci ∈ {−1, 1}.
This is obvious for linearly separable problems: there exists infinitely many hyper-

planes, which perfectly bisect the sample space. Additionally, there exists one hy-

perplane, that separates the best, i.e. has the largest distance to all the cases from

both classes. This hyperplane is called maximum margin plane, and can be expressed

analytically as a set of points x, such that:

wTx− b = 0 (3.6)

This equation defines a hyperplane. The best separating one satisfies (see [12] for

derivation):

w = argmin
w
||w|| (3.7)

subject to:

ci(wxi − b) ≥ 1 (3.8)

where ci are class indices {−1, 1}, and xi are corresponding data points.

This formulation represents standard quadric programming problem. It has effec-

tively computable solutions, which can be found in optimization methods literature.

Here it is sufficient to state, that such maximum margin hyperplane can be computed

quickly, and the solution is expressed in terms of subset of input vectors xi. These

vectors are called support vectors – thus the algorithm name.

So far the linearly separable case was discussed. It turns out that this method

easily extends to nonlinear cases. In fact, the method is just a special case of more

general classifiers: so called kernel classifiers. With the special transformation of
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input space, by computing the kernel function output, we can cast our data points,

which are not linearly separable, to another space, in which they can be separated by

transformed hyperplane. The linear case represents the linear kernel (dot product).

For non-linearly separable cases a variety of kernels can be used: polynomial transform

function, radial basis function, gaussian function, and others.

Only two class formulation was presented here. It is easy however to extend the

algorithm to handle many classes, by computing the classifiers for each pair of classes,

for the same data points. Then, the final class output is selected by the majority

voting. This approach is especially efficient if computations are parallelized and when

the number of possible classes is relatively low.

Because of good properties of maximum separating plane solution, SVM gives very

good classification rates for many practical problems.

SVM prediction results

Standard cross-validation training with the use of radial basis (gaussian) kernels

was performed3.

The performance on single server targets was above 90% at average. The perfor-

mance on all targets for single agent was significantly better than in case of neural

networks. Las Vegas agent data gets approximately 80% of correctly classified cases

(see detailed classification matrix 3.1). However the performance on Wroc law data

was, as in the case of neural networks, much worse: only around 60%.

pred 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2768 47 367 377 28 2 0
2 5 1096 33 5 0 0 0
3 365 1415 11045 1360 230 150 43
4 1 9 39 791 167 8 18
5 0 0 0 17 785 57 14
6 1 1 0 7 36 803 31
7 0 0 0 0 0 0 42

Table 3.1: The confusion matrix of the SVM model.

3This time the R statistical package was used as a SVM software implementation. In particular,
this tool was most flexible to use and gave better results than Statistica’s SVM implementation.
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3.2.3 K-nearest neighbors

The K-nearest neighbors methods present different approach to the classification

problem, compared to the methods discussed so far. Instead of computing the function

Ψ based on the training data, K-nearest neighbors tries to approximate the expected

class E[Y |X], by relaxing the condition probability only to the small region around

the examined case x. This methods are based on the assumption that for a training

set S = X × Y = {(x1, y1), (x2, y2), . . . , (xM , yM)}, the following approximation can

be applied for the classification of a new case x0:

P (y|x0) ≈ P ({y : y ∈ Y ′}|{x : x ∈ X ′}) (3.9)

where X ′ × Y ′ = S ′ = {(x, y) ∈ S : ||x − x0|| < c}. Then we classify to the

conditionally expected class y0 = E[Y ′|X ′], which is valid only from the perspective

of selected subregion of sample set S. It turns out that neglecting the influence from

cases located far enough from tested case, the result is very close to the truth. The

value c defining the region of interest, is selected to cover exactly selected number of

training cases K, which are nearest to test case x0, thus the algorithm name.

As the K-nearest neighbors classifiers became popular in the ”computer sup-

ported” era of statistics, this approach gained popularity not very long ago, and good

theoretical dissertation can be found in the very recent literature, e.g. [12]. Neverthe-

less, this method seems very natural and straightforward for classification problems.

We notice that, if K = M , i.e. we consider as the ”neighborhood” the whole training

set, we get the exact estimator of optimal Bayes classifier (the conditional expecta-

tion).

It is clear that K-NN methods are very good local classifiers. It seems that this

method eliminates many problems of nonlinear separation, which are the main cause

of errors in neural networks, and which make it problematic to optimize to the maxi-

mum margin hyperplane in SVM. Additionally, this method seems to be very flexible

compared to linear models, which are inadequate to strongly nonlinear data. K-NN

does not have difficulties in producing very nonlinear separating surfaces. However,

this method is not as universal as may appear at first sight. This is especially apparent

in the bias–variance tradeoff, discussed in section 3.3.

There is no notion of training for K-NN, as this method does not reduce to opti-

mization problem. Instead, we can treat whole training set as a parameter θ to the

output statistical model. The algorithm computes solution by searching the training

set for the closest neighbors of given case and returning the most frequent class label.
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We always assume K as odd, to prevent draw results. The K-NN allows different

metrics for the X space, but Euclidean distance is the most common.

K-NN prediction results

Like previously, tests were performed on single server targets, as well as cumula-

tively on all 54 observed servers, from agents located in Las Vegas and Wroc law.

A multi-fold cross validation procedure was applied to find the best number of

neighbors K. The data set was split randomly into different training and testing parts

in the proportion 75%–25%. Then classification was performed withK increasing from

1 to 15 by an increment of 2. The best performance on both training and testing cases

was achieved with K = 5 for Las Vegas data, and K = 9 for Wroc law data.

For single server target results are very good. Similar to previous methods, it

was possible to reach 90–95% correct classification (depending on server). The time

performance was lightly worse, but in case of such small sample sizes this does not

present much of problem.

The cumulative targets’ results are a bit surprising. On the Las Vegas data set,

the K-NN method outperformed all other algorithms used. The correct classification

rate was 88%, much better than using previous methods (figure 3.6). However, on the

Wroc law data the classification was not as good. In fact the performance was worse

than compared to previous methods – about 71%.

A short discussion on explaining this is presented in the last section of this chapter.

Figure 3.6: K-NN classification for all target servers from Las Vegas agent.
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3.2.4 Classification and Regression Trees

Another important type of classifiers constitute the tree models. They are known

under collective name Classification and Regression Trees (CART). As they are widely

used statistical tool, they found a very good use in the data mining context. Here we

discuss only the classification trees.

The idea behind CART is that the sample space can be divided in a top–down

fashion, by making splits (into at least two disjoint parts) on single attributes. This

simplifies classification problem into a series of yes/no test, leading to the classification

rules. In particular, a rule is a conjunction of conditions that a case is tested against

– with the consequent part being an implication from the successful tests. A tree

is an concise representation of a rule set: each path from the tree root to the leaf

constitutes one rule.

To classify new case it is enough to traverse from the root of the tree to the node,

by selecting the branches for which the conditions are met. Each node tests just one

attribute, usually using the ”greater than” or ”less than” relation, splitting the space

into two.

This classification method is simple and very fast, because it does not imply an

optimization problem (as in case of neural networks or support vector machines), nor

need to search through the whole data set (as in K-nearest neighbors). The difficulty

is only in building the good classification tree, although many effective algorithms

exists (see [27], [12]). For instance, the splitting conditions on the nodes are derived

by computing the Gini measure of attributes, which determines which attribute brings

the largest amount of information. These attributes are close to the root. More

detailed conditions (thus located closer to the tree leaves) have lower Gini measure,

meaning their distribution is more balanced. But the test which use them is performed

on a strictly narrowed part of the space (by the previous, more general rules). Such

gradual bounding of the space leads to simple tests, which give accurate results.

In the effect, the good trees are usually not very large (like the one from fig. 3.7),

but still give very good classification.

Classification Tree prediction results

The standard procedure of searching for the best classification tree, supported by

the cross-validation, was performed only on whole agent’s data sets. The Las Vegas

data set gave 75% of correct classifications, and the Wroc law data set gave only 55%

of correct classifications.
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The Las Vegas tree was very simple (figure 3.7), containing only 17 nodes, including

9 terminal nodes. Wroc law data set required more complex tree: 39 nodes, including

20 terminal ones. Note that tree paths are proportional to the logarithm of the tree

size at average, and in the result rules are short and concise.

Figure 3.7: Classification tree for Las Vegas dataset. Each node has a condition

test assigned, with a plot of the frequency of values. Note that the input space is

transformed that each attribute is from the interval [-1,1]. Terminal nodes (leaves)

denote the numbers of the output class.
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3.3 Data sets characteristics

For all the algorithms discussed so far to work properly, we have assumed that the

training sample is drawn uniformly from the whole data population. It is necessary

condition for proper generalization of the model. But there are also additional con-

ditions to be met in most data mining algorithms, if we expect proper results. These

are connected with the format of the data set.

3.3.1 Dimensionality problems

As all interesting data mining problems impose relatively high dimension of origi-

nal input space, it is important to keep in mind what are the resulting consequences.

A phenomenon, formulated by Richard Ballman as ”the curse of dimensionality”, is

a common property of high dimensional sample spaces. It manifests in the fact that

uniform sample of a fixed size, from a given population, is sparse in the space. The

level of sparsity increases exponentially with the number of space dimensions. There

is a very simple explanation for this matter.

Consider a unit cube in the N -dimensional space (a cube, or hypercube, is a set

of points {x ∈ RN : ||x||∞ ≤ 1
2
}, || · ||∞ is the maximum norm). Let it be filled with

uniformly sampled points. Now, if we want to use a N -dimensional sub-cube to cover

just a fraction of 10% of these points, we need the sub-cube to have the volume of

aN = 0.1. Computing the edge length of sub-cube a = (0.1)
1
N shows the exponential

relation: in 2-dimensional space (a plane) we need the edge only of the length 0.32,

but for 10-dimensional space the edge length increases to 0.8, and for 30-dimensional

space it is 0.93. Thus, such 10% of points cover more than 90% of the space. Even if

we reduce the required fraction of points to cover to just 1%, we still need a sub-cube

of edge 0.86 to cover it fully.

This example shows, that we need much larger samples to infer in high-dimensional

classification problems, than in low-dimensional counterparts. Adding just one more

attribute from data base to analyze makes it required to at least double the sample

size in order to have the same accuracy of classification.

Very often including more dimensions for the analysis not only does not give

better results (due to mutual dependancy between attributes), but decrease the per-

formance of classification or regression. High dimensional data are inconvenient for

many standard statistical models, and in many cases it is crucial to perform good

feature selection on the initial data set.

That is the reason why we decided to use only 5 dimensional data, considering
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only the most information-rich features. For the samples of the size collected by the

MWING measurement project, adding another attributes would not bring enough

additional information to overweight the dimensionality-imposed requirements.

3.3.2 Sample size problems

Problems directly connected to the size of training sample are not only the im-

plicants from the curse of dimensionality. Another issues to take into consideration

are the effects of the measurements quality. As discussed in the previous chapter, if

we look at the expected throughput as the time series, we can have difficulties with

capturing high frequency components. This applies also to the predictor data.

In fact, we do not have any strong evidences to state that the training samples were

selected from the uniform distribution. The MWING data used constant-frequency

measurements instead of Poisson sampling, but even if we neglect the lack of high

frequency components, the dynamics of the network can change from one time of the

day to another. Consequently, the training samples are only approximately uniform,

but the inconsistencies are usually negligible.

It also turned out from the experiments using measurement schedules similar to

MWING’s, we need several days of observations to compute reliable models. Two

week measurements which resulted in about 680 training cases are usually enough

to get good performing model for the sample, but such model can be invalid after

several more days. For this issue we propose the ”shifting-window” measurements:

after certain period of observations we build first model, which performs good on test

data. Then after collecting the measurement data for e.g. next day, we dispose the

earliest data, e.g. from the first day. We keep in the history only the data sets of

fixed size, which are large enough for reliable inference, and are up-to-date.

Selecting the best sample size we need to make the correct tradeoff between the

predictive strength of an algorithm trained with the sample, and simultaneously pre-

vent from allowing the sample to grow too large. It is because the ”old” data become

outdated after several days, and start to bring the variance in the results. This how-

ever can vary from one observed web server to another, and even from one observed

path in the Internet to another.

3.3.3 Bias–variance tradeoff

Lastly, each classification algorithm produce a systematic error, which can be

usually decomposed into two distinct parts. They are mutually connected in a way
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that when we try to decrease one part, the other increases, and vice-versa.

Any classifier, including Bayesian ones, give an approximation to the properties of

the whole population (which is often infinite), i.e. by employing an estimation to the

conditional probability of the class, given an input vector: E[Y |X]. A good discussion

of this issue can be found in [27] and [12]. Here we cite the conclusion: the mean

classification error, over whole set of examined cases, decomposes into:

ErrΨ = biasΨ + V arΨ (3.10)

The bias is a systematic error which comes from the algorithm structure. For

instance, if the real shape of class versus output distribution is nonlinear, then using

linear model will always cause several misclassifications. The only thing we can do

during training is to minimize this error. Another example: if we assume the even

distribution of classes (apriori), and the real distribution is not even, then we get the

bias in the output from this assumption.

The variance is a random error produced for a given case. If we give a ”typical”

case to the considered algorithm, then we expect to get the ”typical” amount of inde-

terminism in the answer. The corner cases should be easily identified, and considered

as ”obvious guesses”. Thus, we do not want the very large spread in the errors for

different queries.

Ideally, the bias should be as low as possible. For instance, the K-NN method

has very variance, if we take the adequate K for given data set. It really gives the

good approximation to the conditional expectation (locally). But at the same time

this method brings relatively high bias in the output. Very often misplacing of one

neighbor can change the output for a large partition of points in the space. On the

other side, linear regression models have very low bias, but high variance. They

give errors only close to the separating hyperplane, while are very accurate on the

”borders” of the sample space.

The bias seems to be easier to avoid, by taking more flexible model. But in effect,

we loose low variance in the output, which is an inner feature of simple models. There

are two extreme examples: the K-NN and linear models, which show the issue very

clearly. Other considered methods stay somewhere in the middle. Especially the

support vector machines are very balanced on that point.
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3.4 Prediction on the unknown path

The results presented so far show a good solution to the problem 1., stated in the

section 3.1.1. Here we discuss how to generalize the methods to infer on the target

which is not measured directly. This corresponds to the solution to the problem 2.

The key idea is borrowed from the recent work [2]. The paper shows that it

is possible to apply the machine learning based classification for determining the

average round-trip time latency based on the most significant bytes of the IP address.

In particular, several thousand of IP addresses were actively measured for the ICMP

ping latency. Then, the classification was performed that assigns the octets from IPv4

addresses to the server’s average latency. E.g. for the address 192.168.1.1, the two

highest octets give the 192.168.*.*, which represents 16 zero-one inputs (bits) to the

classification algorithm. In the paper SVM based regression was used to properly

predict the RTT given certain number of high order bits of IP address. It turned out,

that the best classification performance for this is obtained from 12-16 bits of address.

This behavior is due to the hierarchical structure of address allocation policies

in the Internet. The routing tables adjust to the segmentation of IP address space,

what gives the ability to predict the path behavior from a given location. The highest

octet of IP address cuts off a huge part of possible throughput (or latency) space.

The next bits give more specified information, but the low order ones are very often

undistinguishable.

It is possible to extend this for the prediction performed in our research. Specif-

ically, the Target feature used in transformed predictors vector, can stand as a dis-

criminant of the target location in the IP address space. Actually, the Target value

was retrieved from the URL attribute, during the ETL process performed on MWING

data sets. Only the server part of addresses is relevant: two different resources from

the same server give the same Target value. For the work so far, we have used whole

server addresses (32 bits in the view of this approach). It is however straightforward

to transform this data to use only high order bits of IP address. For instance, to use

only the 8 high order bits; this will make the number of Targets smaller, due to the

duplicates in servers, belonging to the same subspace.

Referring to the problem 2: if we do not have the measurements on the server for

which we want to do the prediction, then we use the class of the server which is the

closest in the address space to the unknown one. Here we use the term unknown to

indicate the lack of direct measurements. The ”closeness” in this method is implied

artificially, only by the IP address space – but in fact it is one of the best notion of
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”closeness” in terms of predictive ability.

The Target feature gives very large discriminant power – and taking just a part

of it doesn’t degrade the solution too much. To form the remaining values from the

input vector (i.e. Dns, Con and First), there are two approaches: we can perform the

normal one-time probes, or we can use the mean values from the Target that was the

closest one. The first approach seems more natural (and in the applications we can do

this as soon as we know the target server’s address). However the model was trained

using these remaining values for different target server, and we want to neglect the

influence of this particular attributes, in the favor to the Target value itself. Thus

the idea of second approach.

As simple experiments with this methodology give promising results, the detailed

evaluation is out of the scope of this thesis.

3.5 Comparison of results between the agents

As each agent servers as a point of reference of the Internet access to the observed

target servers, each one should build its own model for classification of the traffic

classes.

The main differences result mainly from the properties of transmission paths: how

good the backbone network operate for the local network from which the request orig-

inates, and how good the request is routed on the way. Obviously not all connections

perform similarly good.

The figures 3.8 and 3.9 show histograms of class distribution for the same set of

observed servers by the agents from Las Vegas and Wroc law. These results explain

why we usually get worse prediction results for Wroc law agent. For this agent the class

distribution is more balanced with respect to each class. There were approximately

the same numbers of good response times as long responses. Thus the predictive power

of dependent variables is lesses than for Las Vegas data, where we can immediately

see that the class 3 is favored: this is the expected value and shows much less variance.

Another conclusion from these evaluation is that Las Vegas network access to the

Internet is much more efficient. The stable response times located around first 3

classes were observed, while the long waiting time classes are in minority. Wroc law

Internet access shows less stability, and the 4–6 classes appeared quite frequently.
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Figure 3.8: The histogram of all servers’ classes from the perspective of Las Vegas

agent

Figure 3.9: The histogram of all servers’ classes from the perspective of Wroc law agent
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3.6 Summary

The research presented in this chapter showed that it is possible to predict the

web traffic classes from long-term active measurements, using history based machine

learning algorithms. It is not obvious which methods are the best, and in practice the

mixed approach is the most effective.

property Neural Networks SVM K-NN CART

Average one server accuracy 95% 95% 92% –
L.V. aggregated accuracy 75% 79% 88% 75%

Wroc. aggregated accuracy 65% 60% 71% 55%
Model variance large small small small
Training time slow medium none fast
Query time fast fast slow fast

Table 3.2: The summary of different algorithms tested in this chapter.

Table 3.2 summarizes the most important results of conducted research.

The average classification accuracy is discussed in more detail in subsections on

each method. The model variance describes how much the classification results vary

from one data set to another, and by changing initial conditions (like initial random

parameters). The training time gives just an overall insight about the computational

expensiveness of the algorithm for the data sets used. The query time is an important

factor for deploying fast prediction service, which should be able to handle many

queries in the short period of time.

The fastest classification can be achieved using classification trees, however the

error on Wroc law data set was too large. The best overall performance gave the K-NN,

but including the cross-validation routine, this can be a bit too slow on large data sets

for on-line operation. As a most balanced method, the SVM is recommended. In the

applications usually combined methods are used, with different stages of classification

using different algorithms.
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Distributed data mining service

This chapter describes how the predictive models can be utilized in a practical

application of performance mining system. We propose a distributed service, which

makes the data mining results available in an applicable form for the end users.

4.1 Multi-agent system

A common idea of many distributed systems is to provide the member units of

the system with independence of other parts. In addition, many advanced modern

systems can provide its members with a sort of ”intelligence” or an ability to make

its own decisions. These decisions can be made after interaction with environment,

in effect of a programmed reasoning process. Usually such computer system is called

”multi-agent”, while the separate units are autonomous, and simulate behavior of a

human (to the extent of a very specific and simple activity).

We propose a design of such system, which is able to provide a performance forecast

service in the network the system operate in.

Such system works as a ”shadow” service for other applications. The use of its

functionality would give a benefit for other distributed services. These could be:

grid-computing applications, content distribution networks, or high level network load

balancers.

The system would consist of basic agents. Each agent operate autonomoulsy. It

holds the list of servers, whose are the subject to observations. Agent periodically

measures the links between servers and itself, by sending active probes. It is the

agent’s responsibility to take care of errors, and filter the measurements from incorrect

data. Agents should be placed between users and the backbone network, and their

locations are known, as well as the paths from them to the users.

55
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Agents operate on two levels. Each agent have the measurement part, and rea-

soning part. They are separated, because the first part is time–critical, and cannot

be slowed down by expensive computations. The second part runs the data mining

algorithms on the measurements data. However both parts operate on the same phys-

ical machine (e.g. with separate processor units, but shared memory). Before actual

mining, the data is pre-processed (cleaning, aggregation). After collecting reasonable

amount of data (e.g. from one day), the agents’ internal prediction models are built,

by running algorithms discussed in the previous chapter. Finally, they send reports

to the super-agent nodes, called Service Managers. These agents are proxies between

users and other agents. For a single network of users one Service Manager is suffi-

cient. All managers communicate with all ”normal” agents. Their role is to monitor

if the other agents are alive and working properly. They also manage the servers

lists of these agents, making sure the target observed servers are alive, and should be

subject of the measurements. Also Service Managers use the resulting data received

from other agents. These data have the form of reports, containing properly trained

parameters of data mining algorithms, which are known to the super agents. The

reports are periodically updated.

The reason for running the data mining inside measurement agents is that the

models are sensitive to the locations of agents. The collective reasoning can be per-

formed in management agents.

When user queries the performance forecasting service, it queries the Service Man-

ager. This agent machine determines which of the ”normal” agents is closest to the

user, and selects the current model received from this agent. Then it calculates the

model’s output for user query, and sends it back to the user.

4.2 An example use case

Suppose we deploy a content distribution service (CDN) providing quality of ser-

vice control to the local client network. The structure of CDN can be client or server

oriented:

• the CDN can be incorporated into the web server’s infrastructure; incoming

requests to the servers are redirected to another servers depending on the request

origin and the selection of optimal replicated surrogate server (server-oriented

structure)

• the CDN can be incorporated into the infrastructure of network resources provider;
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Figure 4.1: Conceptual overview of distributed performance forecast service operating

in the web.

Figure 4.2: An illustration of network monitoring agent-based system. System nodes

(called ”agents”) collect traffic measurements of different paths in the Internet.
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an example client network is connected to the backbone network via the network

nodes of CDN system, and these nodes operate as proxies between clients and

web resources (client-oriented structure)

In both cases the CDN utilize decision making module. In the first case the

server application runs the decision making engine, and in the second case the proxy

is responsible for decisions. The decision making engine is simultaneously a client

application of the performance forecasting service (PFS).

The usage scenario for the case 1 is as follows:

1. User requests a web resource.

2. The request URL is resolved by DNS and sent to the web server associated with

the resource.

3. The web server receives a request and sends the query to the Service Manager

of PFS.

4. After receiving the indication of the best surrogate server, the original request

is forwarded to it.

5. The request is serviced by the selected server. Here one of the web systems

management techniques needs to be used, e.g. address rewriting, to properly

handle the HTTP transaction.

However not each user’s request forces the CDN decision making engine to send a

request to PFS, as these could be cached inside the CDN. The cache could be valid

for only short period of time (e.g. of the order of one minute). Also the engine can

use very fast dedicated connection to the Service Manager. These features will assure

the negligible overhead of redirection time. Even if this time is noticeable, the total

amortized time, as perceived by the end user, is closer to the optimal.

If the scenario 2 is considered, the process is very similar, except that the ad-

dress selection is made before the DNS resolving stage. In such case no server side

redirections are necessary.

4.3 Architecture guidelines

The performance forecasting service should provide simple interface, consisting of

few basic parametrized commands, easily integrating with UNIX environments. The
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Service Manager is basically client–server system, encapsulating the core distributed

agent system, whose structure does not need to be exposed to the end users.

As most prediction algorithms involve iterative optimization computations (espe-

cially neural networks and SVMs), the training could be performed independent of

generating output responses. Each training module can operate continuously (as new

measurement data income also continuously). The responses could be generated and

periodically sent to the Service Manager even if the global training error is not sat-

isfactory for the moment. This does not disturb the actual operation of the whole

system. Note that there’s always a small error margin included.

To deploy production ready service, it would be most probably needed to use the

software of high performance and high reliability. While the laboratory level software

used for testing algorithms and data analysis (like MATLAB, R and Statistica) gives

flexibility and makes it easy to do experimental research, it could be not best suited

for final solutions. When the service is targeted for the number of target servers in the

order of magnitude of thousands (or more), the need for computational capabilities

increases. Most of the industry standard commercial data mining frameworks have

the discussed algorithms implemented. There are many such software frameworks,

e.g. IBM DB2 Intelligent Miner, which also include its performance optimized rela-

tional database. They often include a variety of proprietary algorithms (e.g. DB2’s

transform regression, etc.). They also provide a high level programming language

interface (API) to their computational engines. This makes it possible to use them

with an agent program running as a service, by executing scripted behavior.

It is also worth to mention that from the cases tested during the experiments,

the size of data sets could be set small enough to give very fast training times on

standard average machines (the order of 1-5 seconds) and simultaneously to give

class-based prediction performance of 75% optimal, and over 90% suboptimal. This

fact, in addition to the only periodic updates requirement, makes it possible to deploy

proposed system without any computation time overhead problems.
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Conclusions and further work

From the results presented in the previous chapters we can formulate several gen-

eral conclusions. This chapter summarizes the obtained results and presents related

ideas for further research.

Problems announced in a general and vague way in the first chapter have been

rephrased and formally reformulated in the chapter 3. Chapter 2 brings the funda-

mental concepts and issues to the front, and stands as a description of the key aspects

in web traffic modeling. The ideas and results from this chapters create a conceptual

basis for preparing the data mining project. Chapter 3 is concerned about the al-

gorithms for automatic decision making and tests the available methods against the

web traffic prediction problems. Also detailed discussion of complexity considerations

is presented, followed by the comparison of the performance of different algorithms.

Chapter 4 shows and discusses an example real world application, with design and

deployment guidelines. It servers as a point of reference for how the conclusions from

chapters 2 and 3 apply in practice.

5.1 Conclusions

The modeling of telecommunication traffic on the large scale is very difficult. The

modern network research should be approached with the measurement techniques in

order to discover its interesting properties. The effective applicable solutions should

be performed in a domain-driven fashion. Here, for the purposes of traffic intensity

prediction on observed links, we decide to model precisely separated properties of

the problem domain. Only the transmission time (or throughput) relationship with

easily measurable predictors is a subject to the inference. Such approach simplifies

the generally defined inference problem to a problem formally defined on the machine

60
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learning background. In particular, the class-based prediction problem is of the main

interest in this thesis, formulated as follows:

given an instantaneous time moment (in the future) and a set of (past) observations

of the selected features vector of the link, what is the expected throughput class

(t,X)→ throughput class

This relationship, as a function of t, forms a time series, which are applicable

in the specific local optimization problems in network resources management. With

additional constraints, this functions are indirect solutions to many decision making

under uncertainty problems.

Presented learning problem is a case of supervised learning, i.e. the function ap-

proximation from the collection of data. Obtaining reliable data sets require specific

measurement techniques. For the use of presented learning problem (and similar

ones), this measurements are active, and should be performed according to the Pois-

son sampling scheme. This scheme assures to asymptotically capture the highest

possible range of frequency components (and these components are the actual, but

indirect, subject for learning). One important conclusion is that the measurements of

a dynamic system always yield an error margin.

The state of the art algorithms in machine learning solve the problem presented

above. However the final results are limited due to another issues: network dynamics

and measurement errors. The best learning time to performance tradeoff was achieved

using support vector machines and classification trees in the laboratory experiments.

Depending on the desired validity time of the relationship model, other tested methods

(i.e. neural networks and K-nearest neighbors classification) are more appropriate.

For the class-based prediction, relatively simple models are efficient (input space of 5

dimensions, about 1k training sample size).

5.2 Further work

There are several research areas which are connected with the work from this

thesis. Some issues emerged during the process of examination of the specific issues.

Firstly, the network measurement methodology is crucial. Experiments with learn-

ing algorithms are performed on the data which are basically obtained using the

uniform sampling scheme. The Poisson sampling however is recommended for these

applications. This sampling type needs certain adjustments from the theoretical view
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to be applied in practice. In the ideal case, it allows both infinitesimally small and

long time intervals. Too high compromises however deflect from the capturing of im-

portant frequency components. Also long time measurements require data cleaning

and transformation process to be performed properly. Many of these issues, brought

up in this thesis, were not examined throughout yet.

Secondly, the evolving application level solutions bring their specifics to the trans-

mission time schemes. Some services allow a number of shorter connections, while

others require one long transmission. The prediction could be performed for different

service types and on different protocols. This thesis includes only quantitative results

for web systems (applications of HTTP).

Lastly, the concept of actionable knowledge discovery, as an emerging architec-

tural pattern for new intelligent systems, shows the promising direction for future

research (see [8] for overview). The data mining framework can be leveraged from the

current perspective of knowledge discovery into the more actionable fashion, where

the decision making is emphasized, as opposed to the process modeling. As the appli-

cations for web traffic intensity prediction is always targeted for the specific decisive

problem (i.e. load balancing, quality of service management, etc.), such approach is

more natural.
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